CONTINGENCY COOLING PLANS

Reduce risk and conserve capital

CONTINGENCY COOLING PLANS

Depend on contingency
When thinking of the reason for having a contingency plan of any kind, the first goal
that comes to mind is to avoid failure. Contingency cooling plans help in the event of a
cooling crisis to minimize downtime and risk. Yet, renting cooling equipment isn’t only
for emergency situations. In today’s challenging economy, many companies tempt fate
by running equipment in a “run-to-fail” mode. Contingency cooling plans are a proactive
approach that allows companies to save money without risk to operations.
Take charge of chance
Critical environments like yours need the reduced risk and
peace of mind provided by redundancy cooling. In the event
of a cooling crisis, time is critical. With a contingency cooling
plan in place, businesses are up and running quickly, minimizing
downtime. When a primary or back-up system fails, portable
equipment can provide redundancy cooling during restoration or
in a “standby mode”.

Not just for emergencies
In addition to minimizing risk and maximizing peace of mind,
rental cooling equipment provides a solution that allows companies
to preserve capital and increase efficiency. When capital budgets
are threatened, renting cooling equipment provides access to
the newest, most efficient HVAC technologies without making a
long-term financial commitment to purchase. It also helps
businesses to conserve capital instead of purchasing equipment
that may only be used at certain times of the year and sits idle
when not in use. Contingency cooling plans allow you to design
for the majority of applications while planning for exceptions.

A variety of solutions to provide peace of mind
In addition to addressing potential capital constraints and recovering from an emergency breakdown,
a contingency cooling plan can provide value in a number of other situations – whether the
business need is planned or unplanned, short- or long-term, including:
• Seasonal heat waves, natural disasters or peaks in business
• Taking a chiller offline for routine maintenance while operations continue
• Delays when waiting for new chiller equipment to be installed
Contingency cooling plans can also reveal opportunities to further improve the bottom line such as,
energy efficiency improvements, eliminating unforeseen maintenance and repair expenses,
guaranteeing uptime and maintaining control and flexibility. A comprehensive contingency
strategy puts planned responsibility for chiller uptime and performance squarely on the shoulders
of an expert supplier, allowing you to concentrate on your business.

Contingency cooling plans can
help a wide range of markets
including, but not limited to:
• Airports
• Arenas/convention centers
• Chemical plants
• Data centers
• Food sales
• Government
• High-rise apartments
• High technology
• Hospitals
• Industrial plants
• Large commercial
• Life sciences
• Medical clinics
• Office buildings
• Pharmaceutical
• Schools, colleges and universities
• Shopping malls
• Small commercial

Talk to your local Johnson Controls
rental solutions representative to see
how a contingency cooling plan can
benefit your facility.
1-888-JCI-RNTL (1-888-524-7685)
www.johnsoncontrols.com/rental
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